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Abstract: The application of CAD/CAM in fashion development of agricultural cultivator at the idea of finite element technique and simulation methodology is completed with the aid of victimization UG-software program for the structural analysis. The load and electricity of agricultural cultivator a compromising is wanted within the productiveness of soils. There rectangular degree chiefly three absolutely exceptional soils crimson soils, loam soils and black soils rectangular degree gift in our regions. The soil situations were taken to model a much higher cultivator device segment in tractor-enforce systems. Those fastened plates do not seem to be appropriate if any adjustments within the fields or crop lands. While, because seeding the size of plantation isn't fixed, consequently this reason better rate of cultivation in the course of prehearing periods. Hence, modifications of rectangular degree wished inside the current cultivator for growing flexibilities extensive of the equipment between them. We pick hollow section for decreasing the general weight of cultivator to boost gasoline economic system. In my modal 5 form of iron hole rectangular sections for device, having period four hundred mm and thickness 10 mm. The equipment had been fastened one is to returned frame and opportunity is to the front body with 3 plates with the aid of nut and bolt joints, while the two center locations had been mounted with some of plates orientating on identical directions with perspective of dispositions to the frame base. The widths in between the tools have been various and total period of the cultivator is one thousand mm, mounted frame is cast iron cloth for improvement the rate parameter. Malleable cast iron, Nodular cast iron and solid iron G60 become chosen for better in failure predictions, even though it’s strength isn't sufficient as compared to steels but, this substances square degree better inside the black and soil sands that don't seem to be enough stiff in excessive layers. The seed and chemical tubes have been additionally fastened in such how that the changed phase implements such facilities to farmers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A cultivator is any of many types of farm put in force used for secondary tillage. One sense of the call refers to frames with tooth (additionally known as shanks) that pierce the soil as they may be dragged via it linearly. Some other sense refers to machines that use motility of disks or teeth to accomplish an same end result. The rotary tiller may be a main example. Cultivators stir and pulverize the soil, either before planting (to aerate the soil and put together a graceful, loose mattress) or when the crop has all started growing (to kill weeds—managed disturbance of the soil on the point of the crop vegetation kills the encircling weeds with the aid of uprooting them, concealing their leaves to disrupt their chemical movement, or a mixture of both).

Cultivators of the toothed kind rectangular degree normally similar in kind to chisel plows, but their desires rectangular measure absolutely unique. Cultivator teeth work close to the surface, normally for weed management, while chisel plow shanks work deep at a decrease region the surface, breaking aside dust. Therefore, cultivating moreover takes a variety of less power consistent with shank than will chisel tilling. Small toothed cultivators pushed or pressure by means of one individual square measure used as lawn equipment for small-scale horticulture, like for the family's personal use or for little marketplace gardens. Equally sized rotary tillers blend the functions of harrow and cultivator into one useful gadget.

Cultivators rectangular measure usually both self-propelled or drawn as AN attachment in the back of both a simple system tractor or four-wheeled tractor. For simple device tractors they're normally bolt mounted and electricity-driven through couplings to the tractors’ transmission. For four-wheeled tractors they are usually linked by using manner that of a three-factor hitch and driven through an influence take-off (PTO). Drawbarhookup is moreover still in general used international. Draft-animal power is typically nonetheless used in recent times, being really not unusual in growing nations although rare in additional commercial economies.

TYPES OF CULTIVATORS

Row crop cultivators

The principle perform of the row crop cultivator is weed control among the rows of a longtime crop. Row crop cultivators rectangular degree usually raised and reduced by way of a three-factor hitch and consequently the depth is managed by way of gauge wheels. Every so often noted as sweep cultivators, those on the whole have 2 middle blades that cut weeds from the roots near the lowest of the crop and transfer over soil, while 2 rear sweeps any outward than the middle blades affect the middle of the row, and can be anyplace from one to thirty six rows wide.

Figure: Cultivator

Figure: Area cultivator

Figure: Row crop cultivator
Garden cultivators

Small cultivation instrumentation, utilized in little gardens like domestic gardens and little business gardens, will offer every secondary and temporary tillage. As an example, a rotary tiller will every the "plowing" and therefore the "harrowing", getting geared up a graceful, loose seedbed. It doesn't offer the row-wise weed management that cultivator enamel would. For that project, there square degree unmarried-man or woman-pushable toothed cultivators.

Rototiller  Rotavator  Wheel tractor

On this venture we modeled a agricultural cultivator with two special cast iron substances like Malleable, Nodular and Gray. Because of their houses and price of materials we pick out these materials for modeling cultivator and after modeling cultivator we carry out simulation on each those two models for displacement, pressure and strain. Then evaluating the effects between these two materials we will recommend first-rate fabric for designing the agriculture cultivator. The consequences ought to be considered by means of the cultivator which can be subjected to the loads of 10KN, 12.5KN and 15KN

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Waghmare et al. (2013) studied the practicability take a look at of tractor drawn lay row cultivator on large bed furrow planted field became administered at village Kutasa on farmers field for Kharif season in the course of 2011- 2012. The Vigna radiata and soybean crop become planted through huge mattress furrow planter this is developed by department of Farm electricity and equipment.Badegaonkar et al. (2010) administered investigations to hunt down out the effect of shank natural mathematics on draft call for beneath simulated conditions. Experiments were performed in a totally soil bin size L:W:H as 16.Zero : 2.5 : 1.0 m. The shank natural mathematics changed into numerous with reference to bend to perspective and bend duration. Bend angles of a hundred, a hundred and fifty, 3 hundred and 450 and bend lengths of one hundred and fifty, two hundred and 250 metric linear unit have been hired in experimentation within the soilbin beneath uniform situations, at 50, 100, 150 and 100 metric linear unit depth degrees. Victimization the experimental outcomes, the bend attitude and bend period were parametrically optimized for the shank of duckfoot cultivator. A major five growth in draft turned into located for all the shanks with increase in tillage depth. Shank with 300 bend attitude and hundred metric linear unit bend period gave minimal force in any respect depth of operation, compared to opportunity shanks.

Muthamilselvan et al (2004) studied the creation of a multitude of little basins in the cultivated area is a great method of preserving wetness and dominant each wind and water erosion and consequently boosting crop yield in areas of low rain. The most effective thanks to produce these basins is to line the eventually grow to be in ridges and furrows, wont to build atiny dam wall at such periods inside the furrow with a pe that's concept as basin lister. Therefore if a basin lister liquid body substance seeder as associate degree attachment to tractor drawn cultivator is evoluted, it will carry out plowing, basin formation and sowing on the equal time. Dr. Panjabrao Deshmukg Krushi Vidyapeeth, Akola. An equivalent implement became used for lay cultural operation by ever-changing its furrow opener via the lay cultural sweep. The lay row cultivator became take a glance at as in step with the RNAM test code 1995 for each Vigna radiata and soybean crop. The lay subculture operation turned into administered once the twenty days of sowing for every the vegetation. The performance of lay row cultivator was discovered pleasant.

Shinde, U. And Gopal et al. (2011) studied that the technique of tillage tool operation for soil bed coaching or inter-cultivation by means of tillage tool. It’s maximum usefull inobtaining high weed elimination potency. The pe motor-assisted fashion became created and tested with actual area situation parameters and positioned a most strain noted 138 N/mm². King (1965) cited that area cultivators want 2 passes for uniform incorporation. In operation quicker than eight km/h attended concentrate weedkiller among the device sweeps. Hubert and Menzel (1953) decided that a minimum of 2 incorporation passes of a subject cultivator have been wanted for uniform placement of tracers beneath the soil floor. Kayakutlu & Laurent (2012) detected that growing first-rate in the enterprise international reasons modifications within the notion of import introduction, measures for achievement and assets. They analyzed the capabilities and expectancies of those important roles and propose a dialogue on achievement measures of the facts cultivator. The activate frameworks can facilitate comparing the performance of data cultivator. This new vision are beneficial for managers, human resource experts, and educators.

III. DESIGN OF CULTIVATOR VERSION EXPLOITATION UNIGRAPhICS

Computer helped structure (CAD), is furthermore alluded to as CAD and drafting (CADD), using innovation for the method for styleanland plan documentation is that portrays the approach for drafting with a computer. The CADD computer code (or) situations furnishes the patron with information contraptions for the factor of streamlining style paperwork; drafting, documentation, and developing paperwork. CADD situations normally encompass over essentially shapes. Thus as inside the manual drafting of specialised and constructing illustrations, the yield of CAD should pass on statistics, in the collection of substances, techniques, measurements, and resistences, according to software-precise traditions.

CADD yield is for the most component in the collection of electronic information for print and machining activities. The event of CADD-based totally computer code is in correlational measurements with the methods it looks to manage; enterprise-based laptop code for development, turning in and so on it will likely be wont to style bends and figures in two-dimensional (2d) space; or bends, surfaces, and solids in 3-dimensional (3-D) gadgets.

2D CAD --Two-dimensional, or second, CAD is utilized to make level illustrations of inventory and structures. Gadgets made in second CAD are createdof lines, circles, ovals, areas and bends. 2D CAD programs usually hold close a library of geometric snap shots; the adaptability to makeBezier bends, splines and poly-lines the adaptability to plan bring on designs; and in this way the ability to create a bill of substances age. Some of the first in fashion 2d CADprograms are AutoCAD, CAD key, CADDs five, and Medusa.

3D CAD --Three-dimensional (3-D) CAD programs are reachable in an outsized verity for specific applications and degrees of element. With the aid of and massive, three-D CAD packages supply a practical version of the look protest can seem as, allowing fashioners to decide capability issues earlier and with lower technology charges. Someplace in the variety of 3D CAD packages draw close Autodesk maker, Co deliver strong dressmaker, seasoned/Engineer strong edge, strong Works, Unigraphics NX and VX CAD, CATIA V5. Computer aided layout applications that detail 3
skeleton-like internal shape of the thing being shapely. A floor is extra on later. These assortments of CAD fashions are hard to transform into various pc code and are so most effective every now and then applied any more.

UNIGRAPHICS
Prologue to NX (Engineering) swiftly spreading fireplace 10.Zero is floor-breaking programming used to make complex plans with super exactness. The shape aim of any three-dimensional (3-d) model or get collectively is characterized by means of its detail and its usage. You could utilize the extreme apparatuses of NX-Engineer to capture the shape expectation of any mind boggling version by becoming a member of know-how into the plan. While you realize the detail primarily based, familiar, and parametric nature of NX-Engineer is intensity of a sturdy modeler. The Parametric innovation business enterprise(%) is perceived as a critical partner which can push a producer to the remodel a system into targeted development, extra distinguished piece of the general industry better advantages or cutting-edge and mechanical shape to utilitarian reenactment assembling and facts management. It's miles mechanical plan association can be more suitable shape performance. NX is the arena's developing company of planning programming, specifically proposed to help a completely coordinated object development method."Parametric" implies that the bodily nation of the component as get together is driven with the aid of the valve relegated to the characteristics of its highlights. NX (Uniraphics) is one of the world's maximum revolutionary and distinctly coordinated CAD/CAM/CAE item development programming. Uni-photos gives a unique answer for trade data between various plat shapes which were utilized by all groups. NX programming has extraordinary modules for CAD, CAM and CAE which permits data exchange but a whole lot as should moderately be expected with no information misfortune. From this we are able to structure or adjust measurements of an detail, change characteristics at anyprogressions occurred in highlight it's going to therefore proliferate the version and Spans the entire improvement of item. By means of the power of the product, This product took a shot at data primarily based requirements, geometric demonstrating, examination, realistic reenactment, contemporary plan, and simultaneous building.

IV. DESIGN OF AGRICULTURE CULTIVATOR IN UNIGRAPHICS
CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS
Hollow sort ductile forged iron cultivator consists of following elements.
1. Frame
2. Tools
3. Bolts
4. Nuts
5. Supporting Plates
6. Load Bearing Pins

MODELLING FOR HOLLOW RECTANGULAR FRAME

Figure: Rectangular frame sketch
Figure: Rectangular frame Extrude
Figure: frame Extruded mirror

MODELING FOR CROSS BARS

Figure: Bar sketch
Figure: Bar Extrude
Figure: Cross bar

MODELING FOR TOOL

Figure: Tool Sketch
Figure: Tool Extrude
Figure: Tool for swelling
MODELING FOR BOLT

Figure: Bolt sketch

Figure: Bolt Extrud

MODELING FOR NUT

Figure: Nut Sketch

Figure: Nut Extrude

MODELING FOR SUPPORTING PLATE

Figure: Supporting plate sketch

Figure: Supporting plate extrude

MODELING FOR LOAD BEARING PIN

Figure: Bearing pin Sketch

Figure: Bearing pin Extrude

AGRICULTIVATOR ASSEMBLY

Figure: Pass bar

Figure: Adding tool

Figure: Adding Tool with bolt, nut, plate and pin

Similar procedure is repeated to add 5 tools
V. PROPELLED SIMULATION (NASTRAN) ON CULTIVATOR

NASTRAN is largely a solver for confined thing exam. But, it doesn't have usefulness that takes into account graphically constructing a model or lattice. All info and yield to this system is as content documents. Be that as it can, severa product sellers put it up for sale pre-and gift processors deliberate on enhance building a confined component show and breaking down the outcomes. Those product devices contain usefulness to import and streamline the CAD geometry, and paintings with confined additives, and follow burdens and regulations. NX apparatuses which allow the patron to offer an investigation to NASTRAN, and import the effects and show them graphically. However pre-and submit-managing abilities, we've got some NASTRAN dealers have integrated in addition evolved nonlinear capacities into their NASTRAN items. NASTRAN programming application turned into composed to help plan greater powerful space vehicles, for example, the gap travel. NASTRAN become discharged to the overall populace in 1971 via NASA's workplace of technology utilization. The commercial enterprise utilization of NASTRAN has investigated the conduct of flexible systems of any length, form, or cause. For instance, the car enterprise makes use of this system to configuration the front suspension frameworks and controlling linkages. It's miles likewise utilized in structuring railroad tracks and automobiles, spans, manipulate plants, excessive rises, and flying machine. NASTRAN changed into drafted into the U.S. Area basis's area technology corridor of fame in 1988, one of the primary advancements to get this famend appreciate.

NASTRAN OPTIONS

NASTARN programming incorporates following options dependent on precise supply code:

- MSC Nastran
- NASTRAN-xMG (procured by way of MSC software program)
- NEi Nastran (A pc/Linux-primarily based adaptation of the first NASTRAN supply code)
- NX Nastran (won by Siemens PLM software re-marked to Siemens NX (Unigraphics))
- Nastran appropriated through the Open Channel foundation

BASIC STEPS INVOLVED IN FEA

Discritization of the space
1 Software of limit conditions
2 Assembling the framework conditions
3 Solution for the framework conditions
4 Submit handling the outcomes

The restrained element method is contained three noteworthy levels:

PREPROCESSOR
Building model and modeling

SOLUTION
Loading and solving

POST PREPROCESSOR
Reviewing results

PRE-PROCESSING

The examiner builds up a constrained thing paintings to split the difficulty geometry into sub spaces for numerical research, and applies material houses and limit conditions. The preprocessing step is, by means of and large, depicted as characterizing the version and consists of geometric place of the problem. Characterize the aspect kind(s) to be utilized to signify the fabric residences of the additives. Signify the geometric properties of the additives (duration, sector, and so forth). Outline the factor availability's (paintings the model). Outline the physical limitations (restrict situations). Define the loadings.

SOLUTION

Amid which the program infers the administering lattice conditions from the model and unravels for the crucial quantities. Amid the association degree, restricted issue programming amasses the overseeing logarithmic situations in lattice frame and figures the obscure estimations of the important subject variable(s). The processed traits are then used by returned substitution to figure more, determined factors, for instance, component stresses, response powers, and warmth stream. As it isn't great for a limited component version to be spoken to by a large number of situations, uncommon association structures are applied to lessen facts stockpiling requirements and calculation time. For static, immediately troubles, a wave the front solver, in view of Gauss cease is usually applied.

PUBLISH-PROCESSING

Research and evaluation of the arrangement outcomes is alluded to as publish getting ready. Postprocessor programming includes complex schedules applied for arranging, printing, and plotting chosen effects from a limited factor arrangement. Models of
sports that may be subtle comprise sort component worries arranged by way of greatness. Check stability. Compute variables of security. Plot twisted auxiliary form invigorate dynamic version conduct. Supply shading coded temperature plots. At the same time as association facts may be managed severa routes in publish handling, the maximum imperative intention is to apply sound constructing judgment in determining if the association consequences are physically practical. The examiner exams the legitimacy of the arrangement, analyzes the estimations of important quantities, (as an instance, relocations and focuses), and infers and looks at more quantities, (as an instance, precise anxieties and blunder guidelines.

**ADVANCED SIMULATION PROCEDURE**

We complete a study to performing the following steps:

**VI. SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY DIFFERENT MATERIALS**

**SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY WAY OF MALEABLE SOLID IRON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical residences of Malleable forged Iron</th>
<th>Mass: 169.95 kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass Density</td>
<td>7200 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield electricity</td>
<td>600 Mpa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Young’s Modulus (E)                           | 172 Gpa         |
| Shear strength (G)                            | 68 Gpa          |
| Tensile energy                                | 800 Mpa         |

**SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY 10 KN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in mm</td>
<td>0.8868</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von-Mises Stress in Mpa</td>
<td>209.567</td>
<td>0.000421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>0.000974</td>
<td>1.958E-009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table: Tabulated Results of load 10 KN of Malleable Cast Iron*
SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY 12.5 KN

**Figure:** Displacement  
**Figure:** Stress  
**Figure:** Strain

### Tabulated Results of load 12.5 KN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in mm</td>
<td>1.1085</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von- mises Stress in Mpa</td>
<td>261.959</td>
<td>0.000526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>0.001217</td>
<td>2.447E-009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Tabulated Results of load 12.5 KN of Malleable Cast Iron

SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY 15 KN

**Figure:** Displacement  
**Figure:** Stress  
**Figure:** Strain

### Tabulated Results of load 15 KN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in mm</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von- mises Stress in Mpa</td>
<td>314.351</td>
<td>0.000631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>0.001461</td>
<td>2.937E-009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Tabulated Results of load 15 KN of Malleable Cast Iron

### Mechanical properties of Nodular solid Iron

- Mass: 161.30 kg  
- Mass Density: 7109 kg/m³  
- Young’s Modulus (E): 180 Gpa  
- Poisson’s ratio: 0.29  
- Shear energy(G): 70 Gpa  
- Yield energy: 530 Mpa  
- Tensile power: 770 Mpa

SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY 12.5 KN

**Figure:** Displacement  
**Figure:** Stress  
**Figure:** Strain

### Tabulated Results of load 10 KN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in mm</td>
<td>0.9815</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von- mises Stress in Mpa</td>
<td>209.57</td>
<td>0.000421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>0.001078</td>
<td>2.1671E-009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Tabulated Results of load 10 KN of Nodular Cast Iron

SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY 12.5 KN

**Figure:** Displacement  
**Figure:** Stress  
**Figure:** Strain
Tabulated results of load 12.5 kn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in mm</td>
<td>1.227</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von- mises Stress in Mpa</td>
<td>261.96</td>
<td>0.00526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>0.001347</td>
<td>2.7089E-009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Tabulated Results of load 12.5 KN of Nodular Cast Iron

SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY 15 KN

Mechanical properties of G60 solid Iron

- Mass: 162.230 kg
- Mass Density : 7029 kg/m3
- Young’s Modulus (E) : 180 Gpa
- Poisson’s ratio : 0.29
- Shear energy (G) : 69 Gpa
- Yield energy : 280 Mpa
- Tensile power : 450 Mpa

Tabulated results of load 15 kn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in mm</td>
<td>1.4723</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von- mises Stress in Mpa</td>
<td>314.351</td>
<td>0.000631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>0.001347</td>
<td>3.250E-009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Tabulated Results of load 15 KN of Nodular Cast Iron

SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY CAST IRON G60

Tabulated results of load 10 KN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in mm</td>
<td>1.0064</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von- mises Stress in Mpa</td>
<td>209.57</td>
<td>0.000421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>2.222E-009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Tabulated Results of load 10 KN of Cast Iron G60

SIMULATION OF AGRICULTIVATOR BY 12.5 KN

Tabulated effects of load 12.5 KN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in mm</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von- mises Stress in Mpa</td>
<td>261.96</td>
<td>0.000526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>0.001381</td>
<td>2.777E-009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: Tabulated Results of load 12.5 KN of Cast Iron G60
VII. COMPARISON OF RESULTS BETWEEN VARIOUS MATERIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Load in KN</th>
<th>Displacement in mm</th>
<th>Stress in Mpa</th>
<th>Strain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malleable Cast Iron</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8868</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>209.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.1085</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>261.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.3302</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>314.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodular Cast Iron</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>209.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.227</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>261.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.472</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>314.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast Iron G60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0064</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>209.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>261.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.5096</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>314.351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Comparison of results between malleable cast iron, nodular cast iron and G60 cast iron

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this present research we modeled the Agriculture cultivator by using using the Unigraphics software program and We carried out simulation of cultivator by the usage of the NX-NASTRAN software program and we located the following outcomes from this venture. The simulation of cultivator is finished on malleable cast iron nodular solid iron and G60 solid iron materials which suitable pink soil and loam soil which used for agriculture and garden works. The simulation can be achieved by using applying different loads like 10 KN, 12.5 KN and 15 KN on special substances for buying higher cloth for agriculture cultivator. We found Displacement, pressure and stress effects from simulation of various materials for higher one. From the located outcomes of three materials the stress prompted within the malleable forged iron nodular iron and G60 iron materials are similar for each hundreds (10 KN, 12.5 KN and 15 KN). From the displacement consequences malleable forged iron subjected to minimal displacement and strain than the Nodular cast iron and G60 cast iron at different loads (10 KN, 12.5 KN and 15 KN). From the discovered consequences Agriculture cultivator modeled in this mission is subjected to minimum and safe stress, strain and displacement at 10 KN load when as compared to 12.5 KN and 15 KN load. Whilst increasing the burden at the cultivator greater than 10 KN and 15 KN it will attain the fatigue restriction of the cultivator and receives harm. According to the Weight basis Malleable iron little more weight than the other two materials like Nodular cast iron and G60 Cast iron. Cost of Malleable iron (Rs.50/-) also less than among the other material (Rs.60/-).

From the task we concluded that the version of malleable forged iron cultivator is pleasant for 10 KN, 12.5 KN and 15 KN loads among Nodular forged iron and G60 Cast iron materials.
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